Abstract. In this paper, a generalized multivariate Student-t mixture model is developed for classification and clustering of Low Probability of Intercept radar waveforms. A Low Probability of Intercept radar signal is characterized by a pulse compression waveform which is either frequency-modulated or phase-modulated. The proposed model can classify and cluster different modulation types such as linear frequency modulation, non linear frequency modulation, polyphase Barker, polyphase P1, P2, P3, P4, Frank and Zadoff codes. The classification method focuses on the introduction of a new prior distribution for the model hyper-parameters that gives us the possibility to handle sensitivity of mixture models to initialization and to allow a less restrictive modeling of data. Inference is processed through a Variational Bayes method and a Bayesian treatment is adopted for model learning, supervised classification and clustering. Moreover, the novel prior distribution is not a well-known probability distribution and both deterministic and stochastic methods are employed to estimate its expectations. Some numerical experiments show that the proposed method is less sensitive to initialization and provides more accurate results than the previous state of the art mixture models.
Introduction
In electronic warfare [20] , radar signal identification is a crucial component of Electronic Support Measures (ESM) systems. By providing information about the presence of threats, classification of radar signal has a self protection role ensuring that countermeasures against enemy are well-chosen by ESM systems [26] . Furthermore, improvement of the electronic intelligence database is a real challenge for military intelligence and clustering of radar signal can take a significant part in it by detecting unknown signal waveforms. Through its classification and clustering aspects, identification of radar signal is an important asset for decision making in military tactical situations.
To avoid identification of operating radars by ESM systems, radar designers have developed Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) waveforms. Theses waveforms are either frequencymodulated or phased-modulated in order to improve resolution for the radar emitter at the expense of a suboptimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [14] . In other words, theses pulse modulations allow to maximize the target range and the range resolution of radars. On the contrary, ESM resolution is less accurate since LPI signals are embedded in much noise and the identification task can be compromised. Most of classification approaches for intrapulse modulations are based on features extraction such as in [4, 15] where Choi-Williams distribution, Wigner-Ville distribution and quadrature mirror filter bank time-frequency techniques are carried out. In [8] , statistical features are extracted of amplitude histograms and lead to a separation of common modulation types. Finally, [13] propose an automatic and computationally less intensive feature extraction method based on Radon transform and fractional Fourier transform. However, these supervised approaches do not handle clustering issue and hence a mixture model approach is preferred.
Mixture modeling [12] is a natural framework for classification and clustering. It can be formalized as :
where x ∈ X ⊆ R d is an observation and Θ = (a, θ 1 , . . . , θ K ), with a = [a 1 , . . . , a K ] ′ , stands for parameters. Each probability distribution ψ k stands for the k th component distribution with a weight a k where a k ≥ 0 and k a k = 1. Gaussian mixture models [19] (GMM) have been widely used for decades. However, a major limitation of GMMs is their lack of robustness to outliers that can leads to over-estimate the number of clusters since they use additional components to capture the tails of the distributions [22] . Since LPI signals are embedded in noise, we propose to use a mixture of Student-t distributions in a Bayesian framework. The main advantages of this model is that the model accounts for the uncertainties of variances and covariances since the Student-t component is heavy-tailed [2] . Student-t mixture models have performed well in many classification and clustering problems such as features selection [21, 28] or image segmentation [16, 29] . Exact inference in that Bayesian approach is unfortunately intractable and a Variational Bayesian (VB) inference [25] is used to estimate the posterior distribution. The multivariate Student-t distribution is defined as follows
where d is the dimension of the feature space, µ and Σ are respectively the component mean and the component covariance matrix,
is the normalizing constant and
Assuming a dataset X ∈ R d×N of i.i.d observations (x 1 , . . . , x N ), a Student-t mixture is then a weighted sum of multivariate Student-t distributions such that
where
In former studies [2, 21, 22, 28] , ν k has been considered as a deterministic variable updated via an optimization argument during the maximization step of the VB inference. However, this assumption can be restrictive since it requires an initialization value for ν that can lead optimization procedure to a local optima. Here, a novel hierarchical architecture is introduced by incorporating two sets of random variables (α, β) as more generalized parameters for (2) . A conjugate prior distribution for (α, β) is defined to avoid a non closed-form posterior distribution during the VB inference and since its posterior expectations are intractable, both deterministic and stochastic approximation methods are deployed to estimate them. Finally, Student-t distributions centers µ k are used to be initialized with results of clustering algorithms such in [21, 28] where a K-means clustering algorithm is applied for initialization. In this paper, a non-supervised initialization is proposed and experiments on various data show that the proposed algorithm is less sensitive to initialization than the standard algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. The LPI signal framework is shortly presented in Section 2. After introducing the standard Student-t model, the generalized model and the novel prior are explained in Section 3. VB inference procedure is derived in Section 4 to obtain posterior distribution of mixture parameters. In Section 5, a combination of Laplace approximation and Importance sampling is proposed to compute the intractable posterior expectations. Finally, performances of the proposed method are detailed in Section 6.
LPI Signal framework
Thanks to complex intrapulse modulations, a LPI radar signal is weaker than standard radar signals and is emitted over a wide frequency band. These properties make ESM systems less sensitive to LPI signals since ESM systems can interpret LPI signal as noise. A basic discrete time representation is considered for a pulse signal s(t) of duration T such
where n(t) is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and σ 2 n variance and x(t) is given by (5)
where u(t) is the complex envelope of x(t) and f 0 the reference frequency of the pulse.
When u(t) contains a phase modulation pattern, the signal x(t) is phase-modulated. On the contrary, if a frequency modulation pattern is observed in u(t), the signal x(t) is frequency modulated. These two most common pulse compression techniques are presented in the following subsections. 2.1.1. Linear FM signal. In a Linear FM (LFM) signal, the frequency band f 0 ± B is swept linearly during the pulse duration T such that (6) u
where k = ± B T . Combining (5) and (6), the LFM signal is obtained. However, LFM signals exhibit relatively high autocorrelation sidelobes and some form of amplitude weighting is necessary to reduce the autocorrelation sidelobes.
2.1.2. Nonlinear FM Signal and Costas code. Nonlinear FM (NLFM) signal has a spectrum shaped by deviating the constant rate of frequency change and by spending more time at frequencies that need to be enhanced. In this paper, Quadratic FM (QFM) is presented as a polynomial extension of the LFM signal and is obtained by :
where The Costas code [5] results in a rather randomlike frequency evolution on a band B. M distinct frequencies, equally spaced by [14] gives the following definition of the complex envelope of a Costas signal
elsewhere ,
is the Costas frequencies sequence. Combining both (7) and (8) with (5), NLFM and Costas signals are obtained.
Phase Modulation Signal.
Phase coding is one of the first methods for pulse compression. The concept rests on dividing a pulse of duration T into M bits of identical duration t b = T M and assigning a different phase value to each bit. The main advantage of phase coding over frequency modulation is low peak side lobe level [14] . The complex envelope of each proposed phase code is given by
where u m = exp(iψ m ) and ψ = [ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . , ψ M ] is the phase code.
2.2.1. Barker codes. Barker codes were introduced by [3] and is one of the most famous family of phase codes. All known binary sequences yielding a peak-to-peak sidelobe ratio of M were reported by [3] and [24] and are given in Table 1 .
2.2.2.
Frank, P1 and P2 codes. The Frank code [7] is a polyphasecode with a perfect square length (M = L 2 ). The M -element Frank code is formed by concatenating the rows of a L × L matrix ψ whose elements are given by
,
L) .
P1 and P2 codes are modified versions of Frank code and are given by P1 code :
2.2.3.
Zadoff, P3 and P4 codes. While the Frank, P1 and P2 codes are only applicable for perfect square lengths, the Zadoff code [27] is applicable for any length and is given by :
is any integer and r is any integer relatively prime to M .
P3 and P4 codes are specific cyclically shifted and decimated versions of the Zadoff code and are given by
where 1 ≤ m ≤ M is any integer.
Model
In this section, the standard Student-t mixture model (SMM) is presented as a hierarchical latent variable model before introducing the proposed generalized Student-t mixture model (GSMM) and a new prior distribution.
3.1. Standard Student-t mixture model. A Student-t mixture can be formalized as a latent model since the component label associated to each data point is unobserved. To this end, a discrete variable Z = {z n } N n=1 , with z nk ∈ {0, 1} such that
indicate which cluster the data x n belongs to. Moreover, noting that the Student-t distribution (2) can be written as the marginal of a Gaussian-Gamma Distribution
Therefore a distribution of p(X|Z, U, Θ, K) is obtained :
Conjugate priors over Z and U are added to complete the hierarchical latent variable model,
At last, the Bayesian framework imposes to specify priors for the parameters Θ. The resulting conjugate priors are
where the Dirichlet and the Inverse Wishart distributions are defined as follows :
where c D (κ) and c IW (γ, S) are normalizing constants such that
.
3.2.
Generalized model. The degree of freedom variable ν has been considered as a deterministic variable updated via an optimization argument during the maximization step of the VB inference [18] . Indeed, [2, 16, 21, 22] did not assume any prior distribution for ν since there do not exist any known conjugate priors for ν. However, this assumption can be restrictive since it requires an initialization value for ν that can lead optimization procedure to a local optima. Therefore, a novel hierarchical architecture is proposed by incorporating positive random variables (α, β) as parameters for (2) such that a generalized Student-t distribution is defined as
with the normalizing constant c T (α,
This new parametrization of (2) induces a generalized mixture model derived from (3) where
To avoid a non closed-form posterior distribution for each (α k , β k ), a conjugate prior has to be chosen. Assuming that (α k , β k ) are independent, the following prior is introduced
where p 0 , q 0 , r 0 , s 0 > 0.
Graphical representation of the generalized Student-t mixture model. The arrows represent conditional dependencies between the random variables. The K-plate represents the K mixture components and the N-plate the independent identically distributed observations x n . Note that the scale variables u nk and the indicator variables z nk belong to both plates, indicating that there is one such variable for each mixture component and each observation.
Marginalized priors are then obtained
, where
The directed acyclic graph of the GSMM is shown in Figure 1 .
INFERENCE
In this section, a brief introduction to Variational Bayes is proposed before developing calculations of variational posterior distributions related to latent variables (U, Z) and parameters (Θ, α, β).
4.1.
Introduction to Variational Bayes. VB can be viewed as a Bayesian generalization of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [6] combined with a Mean Field Approach [17] . It consists in approximating the intractable posterior distribution P = p(Z, U, Θ, α, β|X, K) by a tractable one Q = q(Z, U, Θ, α, β) whose parameters are chosen via a variational principle to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
where H = (U, Z, Θ, α, β).
Noting that p(H|X, K) = p(X,H|K) p(X|K) , the KL divergence can be written as
is considered as a lower bound for the log evidence log p(X|K) and can be expressed as (14) L
where E q [·] denotes the expectation with respect to q.
Then, minimizing the KL divergence is equivalent to maximizing E q [log p(X, H|K)]. Assuming that q(H) can be factorized over the latent variables (U, Z) and the parameters (Θ, α, β), a free-form maximization with respect to q(U, Z), q(Θ), q(α) and q(β) leads to the following update rules :
are respectively taken with respect to the variational posteriors q(U, Z), q(Θ), q(α) and q(β). Thereafter, the algorithm iteratively updates the variational posteriors by increasing the bound L(Q). Running the algorithm steps, each posterior distribution is obtained in the following subsections.
Variational posterior distributions for latent variables.
Noting that p(X, Z, U|Θ, α, β) can be factorized as p(X|U, Z, Θ, α, β)p(U|Z, Θ, α, β)p(Z|Θ, α, β), a factorized form q(U|Z)q(Z) is similarly chosen for q(U, Z). The E-step can be computed by developing the expectation
A conditional posterior q(U|Z) is deduced from (15) such that
where conditionally to each z nk ∈ Z q(u nk |z nk = 1) ∼ G(α nk ,β nk )
Expectations of U are derived from the Gamma distribution properties such that
where ψ(·) is the digamma function.
Due to the conjugacy property, a conjugate posterior distribution for latent variable Z is obtained from (15)
where ρ nk = q(z nk = 1) is called the responsibility.
Instead of assuming that most of the probability mass of the posterior distribution of the scale variable U is located around its mean ( [21, 22] ), [2] proposed to integrate out U the joint variational posterior q(U, Z) to obtain q(Z). Therefore, it consists in substituting (15) in the E-step and marginalizing over U. That approach leads to the following responsibilities
Then, the responsibilities are normalized as follows
Expectation of Z is deduced from (16) and is given by
E U,Z [z n,k ] = r nk .
4.3.
Variational posterior distributions for parameters. Since p(Θ|X, Z, U, K) can be decomposed as p(a|X, Z, U, K)p(µ|Σ, X, Z, U, K)p(Σ|X, Z, U, K), the following similar form is chosen for q(Θ)
Due to the conjugacy property, a conjugate distribution is obtained for
During the M-step, update rules for hyper-parameters arẽ
where auxiliary variables are obtained as follows
Using the properties of the Dirichlet and the Inverse Wishart distribution, the following expectations are defined
Variational posterior distributions for hyper-parameters.
The assumption of independence between α and β involves that two steps are required for the calculation of their independent posteriors distributions. Furthermore, since a conjugate prior has been designed in (13) , conjugate posterior distributions are obtained from the α-step and the β-step such that :
where :
Parametersp k ,q k ,r k ands k are updated as follows :
Expectations in lower bound
The lower bound (14) is proven to increase at each VB iteration and its difference between two iterations can be used as a stop criterion. The introduction of (α, β) slightly modifies the lower bound since the prior distribution (13) as well as the posterior distributions (18) and (19) have to be taken into account. Lower bound elements related to (α, β) are presented below, others can be found in the Appendix B.
Modifications related to E q [log p(X, H|K)] are :
Modifications related to E q [log q(H)] are :
Posterior expectations of β k are derived from the posterior Gamma distribution (18) properties and can easily be computed by
However, expectations depending on α k are intractable Since lower bound calculation is required as a stop criterion, expectations (20) and (21) have to be approximated. A deterministic method [23] based on Laplace approximation is then applied.
5.1. Laplace approximation. That method consists in evaluating the posterior moments and variances of a positive function g(α k ) as follows :
where n ∈ N * ,α i k is the minimizer for l i (α k ), σ i (α k ) is the inverse of the Hessian of l i (α k ) and :
However, the positivity of the function log Γ(α k ) is not always verified for any α k > 0. In the negative case, an importance sampling method [9] is applied to evaluate E α [log Γ(α k )].
5.2. Importance sampling. For any distribution p and any measurable function g, the importance sampling approximates
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x J ) is sampled from an instrumental distribution q satisfying supp(p) ⊂ supp(q) .
Then,Ê n [log Γ(α k )] is computed by choosing p as the posterior distribution obtained in (19) and q as a Gamma distribution whose parameters are designed to ensure a finite variance for (22) . It can be noted that importance sampling approach can also be used in the positive case but due to its higher computational cost Laplace approximation is preferred.
Experiments
In this section, the proposed method is performed on a set of simulated data. For comparison, the Bayesian Student's t-mixture model from [2] is also evaluated. Two experiments are carried out to evaluate classification and clustering performances with respect to a range of signal-to-noise ratios. First, simulated data are introduced and prepocessing techniques are detailed. Then, both experiments are described with their associated error measures. Finally, performances are shown to exhibit the effectiveness of the proposed model. 6.1. Data. LPI signals are simulated with respect to equations (4) and (5) . The reference frequency f 0 , the pulse duration T and the sampling frequency are respectively chosen as 5 GHz, 5 µs and 1 GHz. For each type of modulation, the complex envelope u(t) in (5) Table 2 . The variance σ 2 n of the noise component n(t) in (4) is taken with respect to the SNR defined in [13] as
where σ 2 s is the variance of original input signal. Since we are interested in ESM applications where received signals are embedded in noise, only SNRs from -15dB to 0dB are considered. Then for each SNR value, 1000 simulations of each LPI signal are carried out and a Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT) [1] is applied on them to emphasise their time-frequency features. At last a Principal Component Analysis [11] is performed on modules of the STFTs to reduce the dimension of data and only the first components concentrating variance of the modules are kept. Figure 2 shows the module spectrogram of a Costas signal with SNR of -5 dB.
6.2. Experiments. The classification experiment tests the ability of each algorithm to assign any data to their true classes knowing the clusters number K whereas the clustering one aims to determine the ability of each algorithm to restore the true clusters according to an a priori number of clusters L0 > K. During each experiment, M simulations are performed. For each simulation m ∈ {1, . . . , M }, an unique random non supervised initialization is retained for both algorithms. It consists in drawing responsibilities r nk from a uniform distribution on [0, 1] and normalizing as in (17) and sampling center µ k from a multivariate normal distribution whose mean vector, respectively covariance matrix, is the mean, respectively the covariance matrix, of the observed data X. Clusters covariance matrices are initialized from identity matrices. Both algorithms terminate when the difference of log-likelihood bound is less than 10 −8 . For the classification experiment, respectively the clustering experiment, the Accuracy measure (Acc) and the Cross-Entropy Loss (CEL), respectively the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [10] , are computed from obtained results to compare algorithms performances. 6.3. Results. The mean and standard deviation of Accuracy rate and Cross-Entropy Loss are shown in Table 3 . The proposed method obtains more accurate classification performances with lower variance since the GSMM presents a higher Accuracy rate and a lower Cross-Entropy Loss than the standard method for all SNR values. Regarding the lowest SNR (-15dB), the GSMM outperforms the SMM meaning that the GSMM is less sensitive to initialization even in the presence of noise. The GSMM classification results with -10dB SNR are more precisely detailed in an average confusion matrix in Table 4 . The GSMM successfully separated frequency modulations from phase modulations but could not exactly tell the difference between some phase modulations such as P2 and P4. That lack of differentiation can be explained either by the choice of identical duration parameters t b for all phase modulations or by the hard dimension reduction applied on data since only the six first components were kept over five thousand components. Both of these reasons can create non separable data that mixture models can not handle. Results of the clustering experiment are also detailed in Table 5 where the GSMM shows higher ARI with lower variance than the SMM for both a priori numbers of clusters L0 . Therefore these experiments suggest that the GSMM is less sensitive to initialization and produce more accurate results by allowing a less restrictive modeling of data.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop an unsupervised mixture model to classify and cluster Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) radar signals. LPI radar signals are particularly designed to be embedded in noise, hence a generalized multivariate Student-t mixture model, known for its robustness to outliers, is chosen. Thanks to the introduction of a novel prior distribution for its hyper-parameters, the generalized model can handle sensitivity of mixture models to initialization. Model learning is processed through a Variational Bayes inference where approximation methods are applied to estimate intractable expectations of the hyper-parameters posterior distribution. Experiments on various simulated data showed that the proposed approach is less sensitive to initialization and can outperform the standard model in classification and clustering tasks. The function x → ln p − rψ(x) is strictly decreasing on R * + and intersects the x-axis at x 0 = ψ −1 ( ln p r ). Then, f ′ is strictly positive on ]0, x 0 [, respectively strictly negative on ]x 0 , +∞[, that leads f is strictly increasing on ]0, x 0 [, respectively strictly decreasing on ]x 0 , +∞[. Therefore, f admits a maximum value at x 0 and is upper bounded. Limits of f has to be calculated to determine the existence of a lower bound. is not always satisfied for any p and r. If p ≤ 1 and r ≥ 0, the limit is verified. In that particular case, f is lower bounded by 0 and upper bounded by f (x 0 ) and that involves M is proper and converges.
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Elements related to E q [log p(X, H|K)] are : 15 
